Pyrobilia

It is the intent of the policy for Pyrobilia to provide ample opportunity for collectors to display and trade collectible fireworks related material.

All sales will be conducted inside the designated building or area. Absolutely no sales will be allowed outside designated areas.

Sales of explosive materials are limited to adult members of the PGI (18 years or older) or minors with a responsible adult member (parent, guardian, or responsible person designated by parent or guardian). Customers MUST visibly display a Convention badge. It is the vendor’s responsibility to make sure that customers have valid PGI credentials. In addition to presenting PGI credentials, customers may be asked for proof of age to ensure the purchaser is 18 or older.

Sales may be shut down at any time by the Convention Chair, Safety Chair, Vending chair, Fire & Medical Chair, Security Chair or Board member if necessary for the safety or the best interest of the Guild. Anyone causing a safety hazard or rules violation may be evicted from the sales area without reimbursement or notice. Sales may be resumed only upon clearance by the Safety Chair or the Board.

No materials with counterfeit or bogus labels may be sold in the vendor area unless the vendor prominently represents them as counterfeit.

All PGI fireworks safety rules must be adhered to, including NO SMOKING within 50 feet of the vending building or 50 feet from any entrance.

Any deviations from the rules, policies and procedures of PGI must be approved by the PGI Board of Directors.